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TO CONTROL THE SEA

WHAT WOULD HAPPEN IF WE COULD REPLACE STEEL
AS REINFORCEMENT WITH SOMETHING NON-CORROSIVE?
A couple of years ago we asked ourselves this question and a long process was started. After a couple of years
of development, a patent was applied for covering a new production method using Basalt as reinforcement.
Basalt is volcanic rock formed from the rapid cooling of lava. Basalt Rebar reinforcement is an alternative
to steel for reinforcing concrete, basalt rebar is tough, stronger than steel and has a higher tensile strength.
Basalt rebar is naturally resistant to alkali, rust and acids, therefore perfect for Marine environments.

PA R T O F S F G R O U P

SF Marina has since 1918 been in the forefront in the field of floating breakwaters and concrete pontoons. Our worldwide installations and a century of experience
and knowledge is your guarantee for a marina with the longest possible lifetime and minimum maintenance cost. Living up to our promise - still there after the storm.
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“The European Strategy for more Growth and Jobs in Coastal and Maritime
Tourism* [published earlier this year] focuses on capturing the job and
growth potential of this prosperous sector by promoting skills and
innovation, strengthening sustainability, maximising available EU funding
and mainstreaming EU policies affecting coastal and maritime tourism. The
strategy also provides for a number of actions to be undertaken in the field of
nautical tourism: qualifications of professional yacht skippers and recreational
boating; safety equipment for nautical tourism; waste prevention, management
and marine litter; and innovation for marina development.”
The EU’s nautical tourism sector creates up to 234,000 jobs and generates €28
billion in annual revenue. Of about 48 million EU citizens who participate regularly
in water sports, 36 million are boaters. Over 4,500 (mostly small) inland and coastal
marinas create up to 70,000 jobs and generate an annual turnover of up to €4 billion.
About six million boats are kept in European waters including 60,000 charter boats
which generate an annual turnover of up to €6 billion.
These figures are very impressive but another, smaller but sinister statistic lurks
on the sidelines: the number of boats that exist but are no longer in use. Although the
average lifespan of a yacht has increased over time due to the use of materials such
as fibre reinforced plastic (FRP), between 1% and 2% of boats kept in Europe, i.e. at
least 80,000 boats, reach their ‘end of use’ annually. To give us a visual picture (and
I appreciate that not all of the boats in question are of the type or size to warrant
a marina berth), this is equivalent to completely emptying 320 250-berth marinas
every year.
Where do the boats go? Worryingly, only around 2,000 out of 80,000 are
dismantled. The rest are abandoned, stored away, sent to landfill or incinerated –
often releasing toxic fumes. In my travels around the world I rarely meet a marina
manager who hasn’t had to lift and dispose of abandoned boats (and meet the
necessary expense) and I see a fair few lurking in dark corners of many a boatyard.
Solutions aren’t going to appear in a heartbeat but as the topic attracts more
international discussion, hopefully some progress will be made. The EU report cites
the following possible remedies: alternative boat ownership and charter; helping
ageing boaters maintain access to the water and thus encourage them to keep their
boats for longer; reusing waste FRP without uncontrolled burning; and focusing on
building new boats with fully reusable or reused material.
It’s something we all need to think about.

Carol Fulford
Editor

Printed in the UK by Stephens & George

© 2017 Loud & Clear Publishing Ltd

Views expressed by individual contributors in this issue
are not necessarily those of Loud & Clear Publishing
Ltd. Equally, the inclusion of advertisements in this
magazine does not constitute endorsement of the
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*Reference: Commission Staff Working Document SWD (2017) 126 on Nautical
Tourism

Meet the Marina World team in the Marina & Yard Pavilion at
METSTRADE, Amsterdam, 14th-16th November – stand 05.500
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Next Generation Marinas

THE WORLD’S MOST
COMPREHENSIVE MARINA BUILDER

bellingham-marine.com

WORLD NEWS
... STOP PRESS ...

All change for
IWMC 2018

VISION
EXPERIENCE

GREECE: The Greek Marinas Association (GMA) is to host the 2018 ICOMIA
World Marinas Conference (IWMC) in the city of Athens, 25th-27th October. The
decision to award GMA the bid was made by the ICOMIA Marinas Group (IMG)
at its autumn meeting in Vancouver, Canada.
Stavros Katsikadis, president of the
GMA, is delighted to have secured the
opportunity to act as host. “I’m confident
IWMC 2018 will be a high-performing,
world class event. Delegates will
benefit from quality content and
the expertise of the exceptional

international speakers IWMC attracts.
Athens promises them an unforgettable
experience,” he said.
The New Zealand Marina Operators
Association, the original host for IWMC
2018, is now scheduled to take the
event forward in 2020.

INTEGRITY
PA S S I O N
LEADERSHIP

APCC wins Deira contract
UAE: Master developer Nakheel has awarded APCC Piling and Contracting
LLC an AED165 million (US$45 million) contract to build six marinas for
Deira Islands, Dubai.
The marinas will have a total of 614
berths for yachts up to 60m (197ft)
in length and construction will begin
immediately with phased delivery over
two years.

Deira Islands is a new coastal city
that will add 40km (25mi) to Dubai’s
coastline and house a population of
around 250,000. It is also planned as
a hub for tourism.

Dana Point
developer selected
USA: Dana Point Harbor Partners (DPHP) LLC has been chosen by the County
of Orange Board of Supervisors as master developer for the Dana Point Harbor
revitalisation plan. The Florida marina was built in the early 1970s and is in
need of significant modernisation.
The two-phase project commenced in
July this year with street improvements.
The second phase is tentatively
scheduled to begin in January 2018
with construction planned for December
2018 to December 2025 subject to
timing of option terms and lease
approval.
DPHP’s programme proposes 2,296
wet slips, 388 drystack spaces and
valet boater slips; commercial and
retail space; two hotels; offices; and a
surfing museum. The team comprises
three co-managing members: Burnham
Ward Properties (commercial core);

Bellwether Financial Group (wet
and dry marina); and R D Olsen
Development (hotels).
Supervisor Todd Spitzer, Third
District, explained the aim: “The
harbour revitalisation is intended to
enhance public access opportunities,
provide updated visitor-serving
commercial and marine recreational
amenities, provide water quality
improvements and promote coastal
resource preservation throughout the
harbour. Once completed, the harbour
will be a space that all Orange County
residents and visitors will benefit from.”
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The most important marina
construction decision lays
beneath the surface
SEAFLEX CAN HANDLE PRACTICALLY ANY TIDE, ANY WAVE, ANY DEPTH, ANY BOTTOM TYPE & HURRICANE STRENGTH FORCES.

Make a mooring decision worthy of
your entire marina investment
You spend a lot of time researching options for your marina build or upgrade. Since the
anchoring is what is going to hold your marina investment in place it is arguably the
most crucial components you will decide on. Seaflex is an elastic mooring solution that
expands and retracts with each tide and wave, taking on and dampening the forces
year after year. It does this while being invisible from the surface, creating some
of the most modern, sleek, state of the art marinas of the world.
With 45 years of research and development Seaflex is the
most technologically advanced mooring option in the
world, anchoring thousands of marinas, wave
attenuators and buoys worldwide.
Research your options, give
your marina the mooring
solution it deserves!

www.seaflex.net

SINCE 1970

|

INTERNATIONAL +46 90 160650

|

US & CANADA +1 (310) 548 9100

|

MW@SEAFLEX.NET

WORLD NEWS

Marine
industry
report reveals
continued
growth in
sector
UK: A newly released British Marine
report reveals that the UK’s marinas
and moorings sector has enjoyed
a fifth consecutive year of growth,
with a combined revenue of £222
million (up 0.3% on 2015). The sector
offers full-time work to nearly 3,000
employees.

Oban opens new
north pier pontoons

Berth occupancy is reported to be
at its highest levels since 2013, with
both inland and coastal marinas at 88%
capacity.

UK: A £2.5 million transit berthing facility comprising 15 finger berth pontoons,
three hammer heads and 12 fully served floating concrete breakwaters is now
open in Oban on the west coast of Scotland. The project was managed and
delivered by Gael Force Marinas and Pontoons.

The report suggests that “innovative
business thinking” is contributing to
industry optimism and helping to tackle
some of the challenges facing the
sector and the wider marine industry.
Challenges include an ageing market
and the low value of sterling, which has
seen inland marinas and moorings offer
more residential berths, and coastal
marinas invest in drystack storage and
facilities for smaller boats.

Work on a £1.6 million maritime
visitor facility is ongoing and is
scheduled to be completed later in this
year. It will provide a harbourmaster’s
office, toilets, showers, lockers and a
changing area, as well as commercial
space for rent.
Gael Force production director,
Stephen Offord, said: “We are delighted
to have led this project as main contractor
from start to finish and are immensely
proud of the achievement. Through close
teamwork with the Council and subcontractors we were able to overcome
some challenges with ease and the
fantastic outcome is there for all to see.”

The Marinas and Moorings Market
in the UK report, produced as a free of
charge British Marine member benefit,
provides a detailed picture of both the
coastal and inland sectors.

Councillor Aileen Morton, leader of
the local Argyll and Bute Council, said:
“I am so pleased to say that we are
now able to welcome kayakers, yachts,
cruise ships and tour operators. The
finger-berth pontoons and concrete
floating breakwater are now capable of
providing excellent flexible short-stay
capacity and make it easier for marine
visitors to come to Oban.”
Financed by Argyll and Bute Council,
the Scottish Government and Highlands
and Islands Enterprise, it is estimated
that the pontoons will benefit the local
economy to the tune of £25 million over
20 years.

Premier announces infrastructure investment
UK: Premier Marinas has earmarked £7.5 million for the start of a £75 million project to redevelop Noss on Dart
Marina, which it acquired in 2016.
The project commences with the
rebuild and expansion of the marina
to include 232 berths, a new boatyard,
hard standing for up to 100 boats and
a drystack. The plan also contains
provision for new marina facilities, a
new marina reception, 21 offices and
workshops for marine services and a
new home for South Devon College’s

marine trades courses. The planning
application also provides for a 50-room
hotel, two restaurants, a spa and 39
residential units.
The company also intends to spend
£480,000 reconfiguring a third of
the mooring system at Port Solent,
Portsmouth, for boats up to 33m
(108ft). The new berths will offer
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boaters wider fairways and upgraded
walkways and pontoons.
Premier Marinas will invest over £11
million in its marinas over the coming
12 months. The company owns and
operates nine marinas along the
English south coast and is part of The
Wellcome Trust, a global charitable
foundation.
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T h e F uture o f M arina Serv i ces

14-15-16 NOVEMBER 2017
RAI AMSTERDAM, NL

VISIT US AT:
STAND 05.312

Switch Supply
On/Off

Check my
Account

£

Make a
Payment

!

Tripped Power
Alert

ANOTHER WORLD FIRST FROM ROLEC
• Boat owner can switch on/off their electrical and water services
using their mobile phone

OUR PARTNERS/ASSOCIATES

• Boat owner can pay for their electrical and water services by Visa,
Mastercard, American Express or PayPal using their mobile phone
• Marina operator still has overall control of their entire marina’s
electrical and water services via their office computer

For further details see our videos at:
www.rolecserv.com/marina/product/berthmaster-online

Head office contact:
t: ++44 (0) 1205 724754
f: ++44 (0) 1205 724876
rolec@rolecserv.co.uk

www.rolecserv.com

WORLD NEWS

Platinum launch with spa benefits

UK: MDL Marinas has marked the next chapter of its ongoing £3.5 million
transformation of Ocean Village Marina, Southampton (above), by launching a
new Platinum Package to coincide with the opening of Harbour Hotels’ on-site
luxury Southampton Harbour Hotel and Spa.
which will complete in 2020. The
Ocean Village has undergone
redevelopment includes the opening
an extensive redesign and
of new restaurants and bars; ongoing
refurbishment since 2015 as part
renovation of berthing facilities; and
of a five-year investment strategy

World-class marina
planned for Maharashtra
INDIA: The Maharashtra Maritime Board (MMB)
is planning to build two landmark waterway
projects in the state, The Times of India
reports.
A tender to build a world-class marina at
Belpaur was set to open on 27th September, to
be developed by the MMB. There are also plans
to develop a passenger water terminal to be
developed by the MMC and the City and Industrial
Development Corporation of Maharashtra (Cidco).
The Belpaur marina will provide a waterfront of
1.8km (1mi), hosting floating restaurants, yacht
clubs, aquariums and activities on land. The project
plans are for a berthing facility (minimum 30
berths), shore fuelling, boat storage, boat launch
facility, fuelling dock, water treatment plant, waste
oil recycling, boat repair facility, walkway bridge,
dry storage facility, waste management and battery
recharge facility.
The proposal says a total area of three acres
(1.2ha) on the landward side will be provided to
the developer for the marina facility. An additional
10,000m² (107,639ft²) will be provided for yachts
and boats along the waterfront. The developer will
be given permission to dredge the area.

some reconfiguration for much larger
yachts.
The Platinum Package, unveiled
at the Southampton Boat Show in
September, marries MDL’s Freedom
Berthing concept – which includes
complimentary stays at over 100
marina destinations, free WiFi and
fuel at cost – with full membership of
the hotel’s spa and gym facilities. An
exclusive concierge parking service is
also set to be introduced for platinum
members with each vessel being
allocated a private car parking space.
“Ocean Village embodies our ultimate
marina experience, marking a new era
for MDL Marinas which champions not
just sailing but the plethora of associated
leisure opportunities, from wining and
dining, to retail therapy and spa days,”
says commercial director, Dean Smith.
The 85-bedroom luxury hotel
has been designed to resemble a
superyacht and is ideally positioned
on the edge of the promontory
projecting into the marina. Amongst
many features, it boasts a spectacular
destination rooftop bar and jetty
restaurant concept.

Irma devastates marinas in
Caribbean and South Florida
CARIBBEAN & USA: The combined impact of hurricanes Irma, Jose,
Harvey and Maria has caused devastating damage across many
parts of the Caribbean and USA.
In the Florida Keys, docks and
power were damaged at Epic
Marina, at a cost of US$200,000,
The Triton reports.
Postcard Inn Beach Resort
and Marina is “too hazardous” for
boats to return, The Miami Herald
reports. Of 100 boats docked at
Boot Key Harbor City Marina in
Florida, only a third remain.
Other Florida marinas affected
include St Augustine Municipal
Marina, which sustained severely
damaged docks, and Sundance
Marine Marina, which was totally
destroyed by Irma’s storm surge.
To assist marinas in rebuilding,
Governor Rick Scott issued a
30-day executive order to allow
Florida residents or businesses to
fix or replace existing authorised
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structures, such as piers, docks
and seawalls, at single or multifamily homes or commercial
marinas. A DEP permit will not
be required and a fee will not be
levied.
In the Caribbean, severe or
significant damage to marinas has
been reported in St Thomas, St
Barthèlemy, St Martin, Puerto Rico
and the British Virgin Islands.
International marina network,
IGY Marinas, reported that six of
its marinas were currently under
repair. In a statement, it said:
“Hurricane Irma has not only
affected IGY’s marinas but also
the Caribbean nautical tourism
industry. Small business is
critical to the overall health of the
international maritime sector.”
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Floating breakwaters
20 x 6 x 2.4 m - 130 t: the largest off the shelf
Made in Italy
Pontoons, breakwaters, piers for super
yachts, ﬂoating bridges and constructions:
the best solutions for connecting sea and
land by means of strong and reliable
structures, in aluminium, concrete or steel,
standard or tailor made.

stand number

MYP.05.313

Gocek - Turkey: 300 m of 130 t precast modules for D-Marin Gocek

Let’s shape together
your new marina

Tel. +39 0422 702412
info@ingemar.it
www.ingemar.it

Pontoons and constructions on the water

WORLD NEWS

Improved bay access for Glorietta marina
USA: Glorietta Bay Marina in Coronado Bay, California has replaced its C-dock and installed an improved boat launch
with the assistance of Bellingham Marine.
The marina is a public boating facility
were used to level out the ramp and
Unifloat concrete docks have been
owned by the city. Bellingham Marine
secure the new panels in place.
installed on C-dock, along with a berth
rebuilt half of the marina in 2007,
“The new boarding float is ADA
reconfiguration, improved ADA access
but the replacement of C-dock and
accessible and includes a low freeboard
and designated ADA berths, new fire
improvements to the marina’s boat
aluminium dock with a ramp that allows
lines and upgraded power. A new gate,
launch were left for a later date. Last
kayakers to launch themselves into the
railing, gangway and abutment pier has
year, the remaining work went out to
water – it’s the only one in San Diego,”
also been built. The reconfiguration has
bid and Bellingham Marine was again
remarked Eric Noegel, manager of
enabled the marina to keep its original
awarded the contract for all land and
project development for Bellingham
34-slip count but with larger slips.
waterside improvements.
Marine.
Kevin Ketchum, principal and general
manager of California Yacht Marina and
operator of Glorietta Bay, said: “Some
of the most impressive improvements
were made around the boat launch.
The old concrete boat ramp was
heavily deteriorated. The new ramp,
boarding float and the new assisted
kayak launch [right] go a long way in
supporting the city’s goal of providing
improved access to the bay for the
entire community.”
Bellingham Marine overlaid the
existing ramp with a precast concrete
panel. A system of keyholes and grout

CREATING CERTAINTY
Our clients value a team of insurance professionals with a
global outlook and worldwide resources. They value the
reassurance of round-the-clock support and expert advice.
And they value long-standing, trusted relationships.
Marinasure. Insurance services for the marina and the
marine trade market.
www.hiscoxmga.com

Paris
38 Avenue de l'Opera
2eme etage
75002 Paris
+33(0) 53 21 83 58

London
1 Great St Helen's
London EC3A 6HX
United Kingdom
+44 (0)20 7448 6000

Marinasure is a trading name of Hiscox MGA Ltd. Hiscox MGA Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Hiscox MGA
Ltd’s registered Office is 1 Great St Helen’s, London EC3A 6HX and the registered number is 07720593. 16635 10/16
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POWER

to Protect
Lighthouse Power Pedestal

One of our most popular units, the allpurpose Lighthouse pedestal has a wide
range of features.

The Complete Solution
All Eaton Marina Power & Lighting power pedestals
and distribution equipment is UL listed. The UL
certiﬁcation provides industry leading level of
product safety your customers demand and the
peace of mind you expect from Eaton. In business
for over 100 years, Eaton provides everything your
marina needs for a safe, reliable and efﬁcient
electrical power system. Eaton offers a complete
electrical solution including:
•

Full electrical design services

•

Single source for electrical equipment

•

Eaton branded and trusted components

•

Installation through Eaton’s Certiﬁed
Contractor Network

Lighthouse-SS Power Pedestal
The Lighthouse-SS offers the same features
and options as the standard Lighthouse, but
is made with high quality stainless steel for
superior durability and performance.

•

Local supply through our distributor network

•

Superior customer service before, during, and
after purchase

Eaton Marina Power & Lighting
1-800-723-8009
www.marinapower.com

Admiral-SS Power Pedestal
Truly the flagship of our unitized pedestal line, the Admiral-SS
possesses amperage capabilities and receptacles to serve
nearly any size Mega Yacht.

Mega Yacht Powerpoint
From the company that is known for its high quality
innovations, Eaton is the only company to offer a selfcontained dual-phase megayacht unit.

Ground Fault Pedestal
SMART Notification
•

Smartest, safest, and most cost effective
ground fault solution in the market

•

Helps prevent electric shock drownings

•

Easy to read display indicates current breaker
status and detailed ground fault information

•

Utilizes Eaton brand UL receptacles,
breakers, relays, switches, and lighting
components

•

Exceeds NEC code requirements and
complies with:
The Michael Cunningham Act (WV)
Samantha Chipley Act (KY)
Noah Dean & Nate Act (TN)

•

Differentiation via color selectable LED

Ground Fault Notification
A single red light immediately lets you
know that your equipment is protecting
your customers.

NEWS FOCUS: MONTENEGRO

Marina completes at Portonovi
Marina Portonovi, an essential element of the €650 million upmarket Portonovi Resort in Montenegro, has been
completed. The marina, designed by UK-based Marina Projects and installed by Marinetek NCP of Croatia, is set to
become a key nautical destination in the Mediterranean and a seasonal hot-spot for superyachts.
marina basin using a concrete pile and
deck solution to allow for the necessary
water circulation required by the design.
The Marinetek floating structures are
moored using Seaflex and include a
180m (590ft) long floating breakwater
protecting the east-facing entrance to
the marina. This was manufactured
using 5m (16ft) wide Marinetek M5300
BRK modules.

Montenegro has become an exciting
destination, and Portonovi enjoys a
prime 26ha (64 acre) scenic location
in the Boka Kotorska on a stretch of
indented coastline with quick access to
the Adriatic. On completion, the resort
will feature nearly 300 luxury villas
and apartments, One & Only’s first
European hotel, and upmarket dining
and retail outlets.
Marina Projects, under contract
to the resort developer Azmont
Investments, was responsible for
design, coordination, procurement and
delivery of the marina and integration
with the shoreline elements. The marina
design provides a range of berthing
including a number of smaller berths
reserved for the exclusive year-round
use of residents. The remainder will
be available for visiting boats and
superyachts up to 70m (230ft). The
outer fixed breakwater
can also be used for
seasonal mooring of
vessels up to 200m
(650ft) in length.

Marinetek pontoons installed in the
sheltered Marina Portonovi basin.
of fixed piers, which were constructed
under a separate contract following a
competitive tender process. Marinetek
was awarded the contract to design,
build and supply all floating structures.
Commenting on the contract, Phil Dunn,
technical director at Marina Projects,
noted: “Marinetek provided a detailed
proposal that met all of the requirements
established within our Performance
Specification and the result, delivered on
time, speaks for itself.”
Serbian company Aquamont built
fixed breakwaters surrounding the

Marinetek supplied a broad range of
technical solutions using a variety of
pontoon types, including ‘Super Yacht’
pontoons up to 45 tons and of 4m (13ft)
width, and ‘All-Concrete Heavy Duty’
pontoons that are 2.5m (8ft) wide. All
elements are connected using semiflexible couplings with rubber shock
absorbers and steel screws for long
life and minimal maintenance. The
pontoons are attached to the quayside
using wall guides.
An additional pontoon, adjacent to
the fuel dock, features a built-in water
purification system. This is designed
with channels to collect any waste
water, grease and oil. The separator
processes the waste material, purifies
any water for release into the sea, and
stores oil and grease in a separate
reservoir for removal.
All concrete elements for the project
were manufactured at Marinetek NCP’s
production plants in Šibenik, loaded onto
Luxury residences and
retail outlets will overlook the
marina when building is complete.

The Marina
Projects design
includes a number
Floating pontoons have
been connected to the
quayside using special
wall guides.
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NEWS FOCUS: MONTENEGRO
barges using Marinetek’s own cranes
and transported to the construction site.
In addition to supplying 67 pontoon
elements, essential fixtures and the
Seaflex system required for anchoring
all piers, Marinetek also delivered eleven
access bridges.
Marina Portonovi was a triumph of
scheduling for Marinetek as all was
completed in just under 12 months.
“We are extremely pleased and proud
that by completing all the tasks within
the envisaged deadlines, Marinetek
once again proved that it can undertake
even the most demanding projects,”
said Marinetek NCP director Boris
Miškic. Phil Dunn was quick to add his
praise. “The level of application by the
Marinetek team, from the tender stage
to the installation, has been of the
highest quality. They continually provided
a proactive and flexible approach
and offered clever refinements to the
design/layout as work progressed. The
quality of the pontoons is a testament
to Marinetek themselves and how they
work with their clients,” he said.
Marina Portonovi is scheduled to open
next year and, with more shore-based
infrastructure in place, is likely to have

Portonovi Village has been designed with plenty of open public space and unrestricted access
to the waterfront.
involvement in the country in 2006,
a busy first season. It’s a top reference
we have seen the market develop to
for many contributing companies
make Montenegro a true destination for
including Marina Projects, which cut its
superyachts and we have been pleased
teeth in the region by designing awardto apply our experience and knowledge
winning Porto Montenegro. Marina
of the region and this sector to the
Projects executive chairman, Geoff
Portonovi project.”
Phillips, summed up: “Since our early

Martini Marinas
pontoons.
The best, from all
points of the compass.
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Most berths at James Watt Docks are
currently in two parallel basins divided by
a wide fixed dock.
fixed dock. Temporary offices, berth
holder showers and toilets, and laundry
facilities are located in portacabins
installed waterside in the historic sugar
sheds. Marina Projects currently has
use of the remaining extensive shed
space for boat storage but the landlord
has longer term plans to restore the
entire structure for a probable mix of
residential, retail, restaurant and office
space. The result could prove to be an
exceptional on-site facility for marina
users.

Scottish marina
moves to new phase
In February this year, a partnership between Peel Holdings and Riverside
Inverclyde handed over the operation of James Watt Dock Marina (JWD) to
Marina Projects. Armed with a very long lease and extensive experience in
designing, developing and managing marina and boatyard complexes, the
company is ready to take this historic dock into a new phase of development.
Carol Fulford visited JWD to ask Jeff Houlgrave of Marina Projects and JWD
marina manager Graeme Galbraith to talk shop.
Located on the Firth of Clyde – the
largest and deepest body of coastal
water in the British Isles – JWD is one
of a handful of prime marina sites within
the 16 or so marinas and anchorages
available on the favoured east shore.
“Largs Yacht Haven, Kip Marina, JWD,
Rhu Marina and Troon Yacht Haven are
probably the prime sites, with Largs
as number one on the Clyde,” explains
Graeme Galbraith. “But all the marinas
and yards are busy, including Fairlie
Quay, just south of Largs, which is well
known as the main undercover storage
facility on the river.”
Although there are nigh on 40
anchorage facilities on the estuary,
the east shore offers the best road,
rail and air transport links to and from
Glasgow, Scotland’s largest city. JWD,
in Greenock, is just a 15 minute drive
to Glasgow Airport and, since opening
in July 2011, has become an ideal stop
over for boats heading by sea to the
city and for vessels transiting the Forth
& Clyde Canal. The location is also
home ground to seasoned local sailors
who have long appreciated its stunning
scenery, safe waters, numerous islands
and small towns.

Changing places
The River Clyde brought prosperity
to Glasgow, and successive efforts
in the late 1700s and beyond were
actually made to deepen it to enable
large vessels carrying prime cargoes
such as tobacco and sugar to safely
travel upstream. By the early twentieth
century, Clyde shipbuilding was playing
a vital role in the city’s economy but
during the 1960s terminal decline
kicked in and only a few yards now
remain. The merchants who imported
raw cane sugar to the sugar sheds at
James Watt Dock lasted a little longer
but the sheds fell into disuse in the
1980s and the dock became one of the
many derelict brownfield sites in the
area which are now being regenerated
for recreational, residential and
business purposes.
The lease awarded to Marina
Projects at JWD covers a total area of
approximately 14ha (34.6 acres) and
includes the marina docks, a generous
car park, a boatyard, and land and
water space in the adjacent Great
Harbour. Boats moor at alongside
floating pontoons secured each side of
two parallel basins divided by a wide
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Marina Projects has already
implemented expansion, adding ten
of 40 new berths in July at dockside
space just beyond the sugar sheds and
the boatyard. All ten are now occupied.
The original pontoon system, installed
in five phases from 2011 onwards, was
manufactured by Varis Engineering,
which is now owned by Invernessbased Gael Force Marinas & Pontoons.
“We wanted a uniform look for the
marina so, although Gael Force has
modified the Varis designs since taking
over the business, they worked with
us to create a system that is a close
fit,” Galbraith confirms. “We were very
impressed with the way they worked
with us and cannot speak highly
enough of their work.”

Jeff Houlgrave (left) and Graeme Galbraith
(right) with office administrator Pauline
Daisley.
The new floating pontoons, like the
‘older’ system, are GRP decked and
comprise 2 x 10m (33ft), 2 x 12m (39ft)
and 1 x 6m (20ft) fingers. A further
15 x 10m (33ft) fingers are due to be
installed this month (November) to
provide the extra 30 berths, at least
50% of which are already reserved.
Rolec Beliza dockside pedestals are
installed throughout.

Moving assets
JWD is being driven to an extent by
its increasingly successful boatyard
and this success will doubtless build
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the project team includes Fairhurst
(Glasgow), Allied Surveyors Scotland
(Greenock) and Butler Consulting.”
Construction of the building, due to
be completed by 2020, will follow a
rebuild (by the landlord) of the existing
access road, largely on its existing
footprint, and completes a major phase
for redevelopment of the existing JWD
framework.

The new marina administration building, designed by Richard Robb Architects, is due to be
completed by 2020.
further in future years. “The mooring
fields between JWD and Gourock have
around 80 boats and there are probably
200 in the area. All need to come
ashore for winter so this is very good
for the yard,” Jeff Houlgrave explains.
“We have limited lifting capacity but still
manage to lift about 90 boats during
the winter for storage ashore. When
we started out, the yard was primarily
involved with this winter process but
now it’s a working boatyard that’s also
busy throughout the summer. We’ve
actually taken on a new team member
to help with the increased workload.”
An essential element of long term
plans, the boatyard will relocate to an
interim site at the far side of the existing
docks but will ultimately occupy a prime
waterside location in the Great Harbour,
where Marina Projects also plans to
build an additional 200-berth marina.
The new site has exceptional access
and will have an extensive quayside
and enhanced lifting equipment. “We’d
like to have a pillar crane with, ideally,
30 ton lift,” Houlgrave muses. “But it
depends on budgets.”
The first priority is to construct a
permanent waterfront administration
building that will sit on the peninsula
between the existing JWD marina
and the proposed new marina in the
Great Harbour. Designed by Richard
Robb Architects of Gourock, the £1.25
million building, which currently awaits
planning permission, will give the
marina an improved operational office
and new first class facilities for marina
customers. A bespoke bistro café and
three retail and office units have been
incorporated in the design, all enjoying
commanding views over JWD and
conveniently located for ease of access
by land and water.
The design process, led by Marina

Projects executive chairman Geoff
Phillips, focused on a building design
that meets the future needs of the
marina while also acknowledging
the local environment. The result is a
modern concept, which uses carefully
selected materials that reflect the
architectural heritage of the historic
docks. When the building design was
announced in August, the investment
was described as forming part of an
ongoing and long term commitment
by Marina Projects not only to the
expansion and development of the JWD
business but also to raising the profile
of Greenock and Inverclyde within the
marine leisure sector. This commitment
also extends to the generation of local
employment and, where possible,
the engagement of regionally
based professionals and contractor
organisations as the development works
progress. Phillips commented: “From
the outset it was our stated intention to
bring together a regionally based project
team for the new marina administration
building and I am pleased to say that
in addition to Richard Robb Architects
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Next in line will be the Great Harbour
marina and the final location for the
boatyard. “Building the marina will
be market led and it may be built in
phases,” Houlgrave reveals. “In terms of
timeline, if we’re now starting year two,
we’d be looking to do this in years five
to eight.”

Attracting customers
With 125 berths and 155 by close of
year, JWD attracts a large range of
boats and has a competitive edge in
terms of pricing. “Our mooring fees are
lower than some of the other large east
shore marinas but I think we attract
customers mostly because we take a
very personal approach to customer
service and word gets around about
this,” says Galbraith. “For example, we
have one customer who knows he can
moor up and go out for the evening
because the staff on night shift will
happily walk his dogs for him.”
“Little things like that are big deals,”
adds Houlgrave. “And it’s very important
to talk to people, and to talk to them
about their boat. After all, it’s their pride
and joy.”
Most JWD berth holders are very
local. “Sailboats dominate and are
The historic sugar sheds currently offer useful
storage but will be redeveloped to offer a mix
of residential property and leisure outlets.
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TALKING SHOP
typically 10-13m [33-43ft] – slightly
smaller than on the English south
coast. This is typical of the Clyde
throughout although there may be an
above average amount of motorboats at
Largs,” Houlgrave observes.
Visiting boats arrive in all sizes and
have included many superyachts, which
can be comfortably accommodated on
the sheltered dock alongside the sugar
sheds. The water is very deep and the
only restriction is a 24m (79ft) beam.
“We’re ideal for superyachts because
we’re so close to Glasgow airport,” he
continues. “Owners like the traditions
and the culture of Scotland – history,
scenery, golf, whisky. And some like to
go north and head round to the Baltic.”
Safety and security are also
essential, especially in the superyacht
sector. “The site is really safe. We have
excellent CCTV and good security
gates and no need for 24 hour patrols
although we will probably look at this
when our expansion is under serious
consideration. We also have a couple
of live-aboards and although we don’t
encourage this, it’s an extra means of
security,” Houlgrave notes. Fuelling is
also to hand at the on-site fuel dock
and by special arrangement, and a

JWD at night is a scenic and peaceful destination.
portable pump-out unit is available.
JWD has a major oil spill response plan
in association with Peel Holdings.
With no permanent facilities building
currently at JWD it lacks a social centre.
The marina helped to fill the gap in the
summer months by organising a party
for berth holders, and event hosting is
definitely on the JWD agenda. “All yacht

• Advanced mobile boat hoists
• Full selection of options available
• Dependable and economical performance

www.kropfindustrial.com

Kropf Industrial also supplies a full line
of hydraulic boat trailers, as well as
steel tube floating dock systems and
floating breakwaters.

info@kropfindustrial.com
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racing takes place between JWD and
Rhu Marina [across the estuary] and
this could increase our potential to host
events in the future,” Galbraith asserts.
Houlgrave picks up, “we’ll be better off
when we have better facilities in place
but even so we would agree to host
events now. We have the space and the
capability to do so.”

888.480.3777
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SUPERYACHT FACILITIES

Perfecting a pioneering
superyacht centre

Rybovich in West Palm Beach
offers 57 slips for seriously
large vessels. The heavy-duty
floating docks were installed by
Bellingham Marine.

by Robert Wilkes

Having bought Rybovich in 2004, Wayne Huizenga, Jr., made a multi-million dollar gamble. He thought his location in
West Palm Beach, Florida, had the potential to attract large yachts from around the world. His vision for a one-stop
marina and service centre had not been executed on this level before. On the other hand, there were few suitable
alternatives in the area for superyachts passing through. To test the idea, he would have to dredge the basin, an
expensive undertaking.
Huizenga, as it turned out, was
right. Since setting up the world’s first
integrated superyacht centre, Rybovich
has enjoyed steady growth and
expansion. The marina and refit centre
has acquired a worldwide reputation
among superyacht owners, captains
and crews that is arguably unmatched
in the world.
Without doubt, Rybovich has
benefited from the continuous building
of new superyachts. There are just
under 5,000 superyachts over 100 ft
(30m) worldwide, and shipyards are
turning out 150 new ones each year.
But expanding market size is only part
of the story. Huizenga is from a very
successful South Florida business
family. So it’s no surprise that his
success has more to do with sound
business practices, most importantly
listening to the customer, adapting to
market needs and having a clear, “big
idea” and staying with it relentlessly.

Changes at Rybovich
Rybovich in West Palm Beach is a
Bellingham Marine-built floating dock
facility with 57 slips up to 390ft (120m)
in length. The heavy-duty docks
support scissor lifts and a fleet of
golf carts. The marina provides fresh
water connections, in-slip pump-out for
grey and black water and superyachtcapable shore power. New power
pedestals with increased capacity
have recently been installed and the
electrical capacity continues to be
upgraded. Much of the service work is
done in water, and the marina also has
10 dry-space locations for on-land refit
for vessels up to 600 tons and 195ft
(59m).
Soon after purchasing the marina,
management could see more space
was needed for out-of-water work.
In 2006, a 14-acre (5.6ha) site two
miles (3.2km) north at Riviera Beach
was purchased and put in operation.
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A property improvement plan for the
Riviera Beach location is in process.
Called Rybovich North, once
complete, it will have a 1,100-ton
Marine Travelift to complement its
2,500-ton floating dry dock. A 400-ton
Marine Travelift will also be added to
the facility.
A channel had to be dredged to
15ft (4.5m) before the two sites could
be operationally linked. Permitting
took seven years. The channel allows
transfer of very large yachts from one
site to the other. Bellingham Marine
built a 400ft (122m) floating dock at
Rybovich North to stage 250 to 280ft
(75 to 85m) yachts for servicing. In 12
to 18 months the facility will have haulout capabilities for large yachts. The
goal is to move the industrial work to
Rybovich North and have the two sites
work seamlessly at the same level of
quality and service.
Meanwhile, at the marina, the
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SPONSORED FEATURE
A resort styled marina with full service boat
yard, Rodney Bay Marina in St Lucia offers
a range of slip sizes and 32 megayacht
berths.

Bespoke company for
bespoke service

Premier management,
premier destinations

SPONSORED FEATURE: IGY Marinas

In just 12 years, IGY Marinas has etched its brand name on a growing number
of premier destinations in the Caribbean and the Americas, and built a strong
reputation for setting new standards for service and quality in nautical
tourism. It’s been an impressive journey, and with a new first-time destination
in the south of France soon to be in the mix, the voyage takes a further twist
as IGY prepares to take its expertise to Europe and the Mediterranean.
Based in Fort Lauderdale, Florida,
IGY is one of the biggest international
marina companies in the world and
a leading point of contact for vessel
owners and captains in the western
hemisphere. The IGY network
comprises 18 marinas in nine countries
(USA, Colombia, Mexico,
St Lucia, St Maarten,
Panama, Turks and
Caicos, Costa Rica and
Belize) and the network
expands to 19 when the
new superyacht complex
in Sète, France opens for
business.

turned its hand to whatever the site
– and the customer – needs. This is
specialist marina management; and
it has been developed from the grass
roots position of owning marinas and
examining how best to make them
flourish.

Owned and influenced by property
asset management expert Island
Capital Group, IGY (Island Global
Yachting) Marinas was purposely
created to own, develop and manage
luxury lifestyle yachting destinations.
It is therefore no accident that IGY
creates a bespoke, full-service plan
for each marina destination whether
it is acting as owner/operator or
manager. The agreement covers full
management, marketing and branding,
financial management and reporting,
and draws on a team of multidisciplinary professionals including civil
and coastal engineers and designers,
and leaders in property finance, marina,
hotel and restaurant operations.
This comprehensive approach is
styled to deliver a consistent level of
IGY-style hospitality and amenities to
a diverse customer base in different
countries, incorporating both quality
berthing facilities and upscale upland
property development. Every project
is approached from an ‘owner’s
perspective’ so as to maximise
revenues, ROI and customer service.
And, as IGY Marinas operates in a mix
of marketplaces, it has acquired a deep
understanding of the need to take local
cultures and politics into account when
integrating an IGY destination with an
existing community.

As owner, operator,
designer, advisor, event
host, concierge, property
developer, philanthropist
and more, IGY has
Perfectly positioned for
cruising the Caribbean
or for transit through the
Panama Canal, Red Frog
Beach Island Marina in
Panama enjoys an idyllic
sheltered setting.
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SPONSORED FEATURE
Different vessels in
different places
IGY caters for a wide variety of different
vessels including sports fishing boats,
cruisers, motorboats, sailboats and
superyachts and manages over
3,000 slips, over 10% of which are for
vessels over 80ft (24m) in length. The
IGY network welcomes over 8,000
different vessels to its marinas every
year and around 100,000 customers,
and regularly berths over 1,000
superyachts per year; about 20% of
the global superyacht fleet. Over 40%
of the world’s largest luxury vessels
have docked at some point at an IGY
destination. High visitor levels are also
secured by the fact that IGY marinas
are sought-after maritime activity
destinations, acting as host to top
international sailing, fishing and other
nautical events.
Diverse customers appreciate
diverse options, and the IGY Marinas
network offers exactly this. Whether
visiting, wintering or tying up on a
more permanent basis, owners and
captains can head for a wide array of
strategically positioned facilities. Yachts
can sweep down the northern US east
coast states for mooring at four top
marinas in Washington DC, New York
Harbor and the Hamptons; or down to
Jacksonville, Miami and around to St
Petersburg on Florida’s west coast. On

the Pacific coast, IGY welcomes yachts
to Mexico at Marina Cabo San Lucas
and further down the coast offers them
mooring at Golfito Marina Village in
Costa Rica. This is strategically located
for entry to the 48mi (77km) stretch of
Panama Canal and into the Atlantic for
IGY marinas in Panama, Colombia,
Belize and the Caribbean islands of
St Lucia, St Maarten, St Thomas and
Turks and Caicos.
The biggest and the newest leap
that takes IGY into the Mediterranean
market lands in the heart of Sète,
the ‘Little Venice’ of France near
Montpellier, the Côte d’Azur and
the Balearic Islands. Developed in
partnership with DP World subsidiary
P&O Marinas, the Sète marina will offer
12 dedicated superyacht berths for
vessels up to 100m (328ft).

Inspiring loyalty and
inspiring rewards
With a passion for giving back at a
global level, IGY supports its marinas
twice a year to hold an ‘Inspire Giving
Through You’ charity initiative, and it
thanks its customers by means of the
IGY Anchor Club rewards programme.
This loyalty point redemption scheme
is free to join and open to owners and
captains of vessels of all sizes. Points
earned can be used to obtain goods
and services. Superyacht owners and

One Island Park, strategically located in Miami Beach,
Florida offers eight superyacht berths for vessels up to 800ft (244m) in length.

captains can also take advantage of
IGY Anchor Club Strategic Partners,
one of the world’s leading largevessel support networks. This offers
a range of services from provisioning
to crew training, and covers issues
such as health and maritime travel.
Created to enrich the marina network
by association with like-minded
businesses and partnerships, ‘Strategic
Partners’ has developed into a strong
community of professionals.
The IGY family of award-winning
destination-oriented marinas is also
bound by a strong community of
professionals. Professionals who are
willing and able to transform a marina
facility into a nautical escape – for
globetrotters and weekend warriors
alike.
To find out more about IGY Marinas
go to www.igymarinas.com

Luxury Destinations:
The IGY Marinas Portfolio
• Montauk Yacht Club Resort &
Marina (New York)

• North Cove Marina at Brookfield
Place (New York)

• Newport Yacht Club & Marina
(New Jersey)

• National Harbor Marina
(Washington, DC)

• Maximo Marina (Florida)
• Blue Haven Marina
(Turks and Caicos)

• Yacht Haven Grande Marina
(St Thomas)

• American Yacht Harbor
(St Thomas)

• Yacht Club at Isle del Sol
(St Maarten)
Simpson Bay Marina (St Maarten)
Rodney Bay Marina (St Lucia)
Marina Santa Marta (Colombia)
Red Frog Beach Island Marina
(Panama)

• Marina Cabo San Lucas (Mexico)
• One Island Park – Miami Beach
(Florida)

• The Marina at Ortega Landing
(Florida)

• Golfito Marina Village (Costa Rica)
• The Marina at the Reserve
(Belize)

* Coming Soon – Superyacht
Facility in Sète, France
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Providing independent and bespoke services to clients worldwide
Masterplanning

Investment appraisal

Feasibility studies and market research

Tender and project management

Business planning

Environmental and legislative advice

Marina and Marina Club design

Legal and property consultancy services

SUPERYACHT FACILITIES

Left & below: A gym to keep the crews fit
and an outdoor pool for all to enjoy.

outside of the east dock was dredged
deeper to allow 300ft (90m) yachts to
tie on the outside. The arrangement
provides easy manoeuvring and offers
the owner’s guests a Palm Beach
Island view. Bellingham Marine wave
attenuators are planned and permitting
is in place for expansion of the north
side of the marina to accommodate
several more superyachts.

A global player
Francois Van Well is vice president of
business development for Rybovich.
“We’re not just a shipyard,” said Van
Well, “we’re a full-service marina and
we try to keep it full like any other
marina. Our customers come here
because of the quality of our facilities
to maintain and repair large yachts.
Our clientele includes larger and
larger yachts as our reputation and
capabilities have grown.”
Huizenga did more than put up a
“superyachts welcome here” sign
and wait for business. He hired Chris
Denhard as business liaison and
customer relations manager. Denhard
travelled the world creating relationships
with owners and captains that would
later turn into service visits to Rybovich.
Van Well and his team approached
large yacht manufacturers in Europe
and offered to acquire the specialised
capabilities, tools and training needed to
make Rybovich a provider of warranty
services for their yachts.
The presence of Rybovich in Florida,
and the growing number of superyachts
and congestion in Mediterranean ports
combined to alter cruising patterns of
large yachts. “We’ve become an integral
part of the itinerary for many yachts,”
said Van Well. “They plan a stop for

annual maintenance either on their way
to the Caribbean or on the way back to
their home port.”
“As these boats get bigger,” said Van
Well, “their capabilities are greater. A
steel-hulled vessel 131ft [40m] and
up can go anywhere any time of year
and doesn’t have to be put up for
storage in winter. They can leave the
Mediterranean, go to either coast of the
Americas, or go to the Galapagos, Fiji,
New Zealand and Asia. We’re helping to
encourage yacht visits to our area. We
are a co-sponsor of the St. Barts Bucket
Regatta held in March for sailboats
over 100ft [30m], and it attracts many
superyachts to the area.”

Care of the superyacht customer
“It was uncharted territory when we
pioneered the superyacht marina and
refit concept,” said Van Well. “We had
to listen to the customer and adapt
quickly, and we still do. We learned that
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the key is to take stress off the captain
by removing risks and uncertainties.
For example, we have our own fleet
of tugboats specifically designed for
superyachts. We are taking delivery of
a new, larger tugboat and training new
crews to transfer large yachts between
the West Palm Beach marina and the
Riviera Beach facility. When there are
movements there are potential risks, so
we make it as stress free as possible
for the captain.”
“We have in-slip refuelling and that’s
fine for boats up to 130 to 150ft [40 to
45m],” Van Well observed. “But very
large yachts need faster refuelling.
We’re one of the larger fuel distributors
in South Florida, and we know the
captains don’t want to wait all day for
fuel trucks to arrive. So we have fuel
trucks back to back, sometimes six or
seven of them, to expedite refuelling.
We tailor our operation to be seamless,
accommodating, and up to the
standards of the boats themselves.”
“Larger boats have larger permanent
crew, 30 people on some boats,” he
noted. “We normally have 500 to 600
crew staying in the marina. They may
be here for two months or more. We
basically run a hotel where the guests
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on the water and everywhere
EUROPA I AMERICAS I MIDDLE EAST I ASIA I AUSTRALIA

Montreal marina, -25°C, 1.50m of ice…
Spring is on the way!

More than 8,000 references over 5 continents

"Pontoons designed
to stand up to extreme
conditions"
When I met the manager of Poralu Marine, North America,
what I liked was that he understood my concerns immediately.
In Quebec, the range of temperature between winter and summer
is immense. The pontoons are immersed in water (I should say
in ice!) all through the winter!… The mechanical stresses are
therefore extreme.
In spring, when I opened the marina to the public, the pontoons,
catwalks and bridges were in perfect condition. The marina
was ready to welcome users in less than a day of preparation.
My logistic expenses have been optimised and my teams can
concentrate on other tasks.
Sylvain Deschamps
Director, Montreal Yacht Club
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A social centre is essential when it is
normal for up to 600 crew members to be
staying at Rybovich at any one time.
bring their own room. This is their
chance to take care of medical and
dental needs, go shopping and relax.
We have a crew lounge which acts
as a hotel lobby, a restaurant, a pool
and a complete exercise facility. Our
concierge helps them with any nontechnical needs. They used to rent cars,
but that was expensive and created a
parking problem. Instead we have a
complimentary shuttle bus to take them
anywhere they want to go.”

Economic boost to the region
Relocating out-of-water work allowed
Rybovich to begin multi-acre, nauticallythemed property development at the
West Palm Beach site that will include
a number of new buildings that will host
retail, restaurant, residential and other
commercial tenants.
“When you have a marina like ours
it’s buzzing with activity, like other ports
around the world,” said Van Well. “That’s
what we want to capture in our real
estate development, a nautical feel that
people will want to be around. Instead

of fences and security guards we want
it to be open to the community and
be a place where they can enjoy the
atmosphere and excitement created by
these large, beautiful yachts.”
Rybovich is having a big impact on
the economy. The company and its
subcontractors provide hundreds of
jobs. They hire and train people from all
economic levels of the local area.
Wayne Huizenga, Jr.’s concept of
a large-boat integrated marina and

Fibreglass
Anti-Slip Decking
Suitable for pontoons, fingers, jetties, entrance
gangways, mooring pontoons and piers.
Available in Solid Top, Mini Mesh and Micro
Mesh Finishes

service centre continues to expand and
add capabilities, much to the credit of
his management team. As they have
from the beginning, they listen to the
customers and adapt to their needs.
Along the way they have changed the
large-boat yachting world and benefited
the community they serve.
Robert Wilkes writes about the marina
industry from Bellevue, Washington
State.
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Mooring superyachts
in Bermuda
Further to hosting events during the America’s Cup races in Bermuda in April
this year, Caroline Bay Marina has now moved into its second phase of life
as a much-needed permanent mooring facility. The upscale marina, on the
Morgan’s Point Peninsula, was built by Marinetek North America as the hub of
a luxury community that will be anchored by a Ritz-Carlton Reserve Resort.
Caroline Bay Marina offers 2,340ft
(713m) of dockage, making it not only
the largest marina in Bermuda but also
a centre for superyacht berths.
Working to fulfil a contract awarded
in June 2016, Marinetek provided and
installed a multi-element dock system at
a difficult location to meet appropriate
hurricane loading regulations and
adequately protect the marina basin
from south-easterly waves. Marinetek
liaised with project engineer Edgewater
Resources of Michigan, USA and
Bermuda-based marine construction
sub-contractor Correia Construction.
Marina Electrical Equipment supplied
the electrical system, which includes
three-phase power for megayachts,
and EMP provided an in-slip pump-out
arrangement.

weighing 52.4 tons and measuring 17ft
(5m) wide x 65ft (20m) long x 6ft (2m)
high. These are anchored by 80ft (24m)
long steel pipe piles of 30in (76cm)
diameter and have internal stainless
steel pile guides with rollers.
Marinetek used its 220 Series
aluminium framed system to create 12ft
(3.6m) wide main docks and tee-end
docks with ipe decking and concrete
floats. Tapered finger piers with varying

lengths of 35, 40 and 45ft (11, 12 and
14m), have polyethylene floats and
ipe decking and can be adjusted in
position – along with corresponding
cleats – using a track-mounting system
that runs along the main dock. The
aluminium docks are anchored using
60ft long steel pipe piles of 14in (35cm)
diameter and have internal aluminium
pile guides with rollers.
The combined arrangement gives 88
slips for boats up to 80ft (24m), 33 slips
for megayachts and additional Med
style mooring for megayachts. Dockage
on the lee side of the breakwater
provides space for vessels up to 300ft
(91m) long.
Working in Bermuda was a challenge
in itself. “The environment is very
corrosive with heavy salt content in
the water and the air, and the location
is remote,” explained Marinetek North
America general manager Bob Berry.
“All docks and equipment were shipped
to the island as local supplies and tools
are scarce and very expensive.” To
help combat the corrosion, Marinetek
galvanised the upper half of the steel
piles and used stainless steel for the
pile guide frames. Pile installation was,
however, difficult. “Below an upper layer
of sand we encountered very dense
rock,” Berry continued. “We couldn’t
drive the piles through the rock and
special equipment had to be brought in
to do this.”
With the finishing touches completed
to schedule, Caroline Bay Marina took
pride of place as an America’s Cup
Destination. It continues as a valuable
marina asset for the island of Bermuda
and its idyllic setting will take further
shape when the first phase of the RitzCarlton Reserve Resort completes in
early 2019.

Mooring is available at heavy-duty
concrete breakwater piers and at a
protected aluminium dock arrangement.
The 17ft (5m) wide dual-keeled floating
concrete breakwater system was
built using BRK5300 modules, each
The newly completed Caroline Bay Marina
(above) is now filling up with boats (right)
after the excitement of the America’s Cup.
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Newly launched Sovren Ibiza
welcomes megayachts
The Sovren House Group has opened a world-class megayacht marina on the island of Ibiza in the Western
Mediterranean, ahead of the 2017 season. The marina, called Sovren Ibiza, offers 16 berths for superyachts between 60
and 185m (197 and 607ft) at fixed docks.
In January, the Ports of Balearics
APB awarded YSM – the specialist
marina division of Sovren House Group
– the concession to build the new
marina, which it intends to be a yearround facility.
The marina uses existing port space
in an area that was previously occupied
by the Port Ibiza Town marina. In the
past, this part of the port, situated by
the historic Dalt Vila (old town), was
used as the main car ferry dock to
the mainland, which led to congestion
and pollution within the UNESCO
world heritage site. A collaboration
between the town hall, the Ports of the
Balearics, the Ibiza port authorities,
the Ibiza Chamber of Commerce and
select yacht captains and experts led
to the ferry dock being moved to the
newly constructed terminal near to the
new outer port wall, paving the way for
Sovren’s new development.
Facilities at the marina include
CCTV surveillance, 24-hour active
patrol, mooring assistance, shore
power (depending on berth position),
fresh water supply, a black water
pump-out service, refuse collection, a
complimentary private transportation
service and a private helicopter/jet
service.
Despite Ibiza’s global appeal, yachts
larger than 40m (131ft) have not been
well catered for on the island. Smaller

20-40m (66-131ft) yachts have found
space at marinas such as Botafoch,
Ibiza Magna and Marina Ibiza. Sovren’s
new development specifically caters for
yachts up to 185m (607ft) in length.
“We’re delighted to have been
awarded this concession. I am really
excited about the positive impact YSM
& Sovren can and will make, not only to
the economy of Ibiza Town, but also to
the appeal of the island to megayacht
owners and charterers worldwide. We
will be groundbreaking both in Ibiza
and across the Balearics in providing
the kind of marina that is worthy of
the expanding fleet of megayachts.
Currently, we are focused on working
with local port authorities as well as the
town hall and the mayor to highlight the
areas in which the marina can give a
positive effect and benefit
the local community,” said
Stephen White, founder
and CEO of Sovren House
Group.
He added: “I also look
forward to collaborating
over the coming years –
as this is just the start.
Right now, supply doesn’t
meet demand for berths

over 60m [197ft] and we are about to
change that dynamic.”
Next year, Sovren plans to open a
600m² (6,458ft²) flagship building at the
Es Martell end of the marina. Currently,
the building has a viewing terrace
with spectacular panoramas over the
harbour, which is now open to the public.
The new building will provide recreation
areas divided into four sections,
comprising a tree-covered square, a
stage area, a stairway with access to the
square and the square itself.
The marina is located 15 minutes
from the airport and all four main
Balearic Islands are within easy reach.
Direct flights are available to most
major European cities and the short
flight to Barcelona opens up global
connections.

Sovren Ibiza (above & right) is
a stunning addition to
the Ibiza waterfront.
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Capo d’Orlando just prior to opening in
July this year.
polystyrene core modules. These are
connected with semi-rigid joints and
have central compartments for service
networks. The berthing piers which
are up to 150m (492ft) in length have
discontinuous floats to ensure good
water circulation. All floating structures
are moored by tubular steel poles fixed
into the seabed and special sliders that
allow movement according to wave
motion and tidal variations.

Open for business
in the southern
Mediterranean
to give easy access to all berths and for
the use of electric vehicles.

The marina is complemented by a
boatyard with a mechanical workshop
and wide ranging services including
carpentry, anti-osmosis treatment, glass
fibre and composite vacuum machining,
rigging, electronics, onboard bodywork,
upholstery etc. The yard, with 6,500m²
(69,965ft²) of open space and 1,500m²
(16,146ft²) of covered area, is used for
winter storage for sailboats, catamarans
and motorboats up to 35m (115ft) and
also offers a dry-port with 48 berths for
motorboats up to 7m (23ft).

Ingemar installed 280m (919ft) of
monoblock floating docks in 12.5 x
5m (41 x 16ft) reinforced concrete,

Visitors can browse shops, bars and
restaurants along a 3,000m (9,842.5ft)
long quayside promenade whose

Located on a beautiful stretch of coastline on the Italian island of Sicily, newly
completed Capo d’Orlando Marina looks set to become a strategic port of call
in the centre of the southern Mediterranean. Donatella Zucca reports
Part of the tourist port network
put together by MPN Marinas and
managed by MP Network, Capo
d’Orlando Marina opened its doors
in July ready to offer a wide range of
services to enhance an innovative
berthing system and architect-designed
buildings.

All berths have fire extinguishers
and Plus Marine stainless steel S700L
dockside pedestals with an E-power
electricity and water accounts system.
All utilities can be controlled remotely
from the marina office and by mobile,
PC and tablet via a Smart Cloud
system. A pump-out station and a fuel
dock, capable of delivering up to 300
litres of fuel per minute, are also on site.

First class infrastructure
The marina was built by an ATI (a
temporary business association)
formed by Franco Giuseppe Srl of
Roccella Jonica (Calabria) and local
company Eurovega Costruzioni Srl. It
covers a total area of 18.3ha (45 acres)
and has 553 berths for vessels up to
40m (131ft) in length spanning out from
two central piers in a deep water basin
(3.5-5m/11-16ft).
Designed and built by Ingemar, the
concrete-decked main piers are 5m
(16ft) wide and have been constructed
using new-style continuous floating
elements. These have a 60cm (24in)
free edge and a high overload capacity
Rendering of the Ingemar pontoon layout.
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Stainless steel Plus pedestals are linked to
pre-paid and remote metering systems.
central buildings will feature upper
storey space for a yacht club and
restaurant likely to open in January
2018. Berth holders and visitors have
access to traditional amenities such as
laundry, bathrooms, concierge, car and
motorbike rental, and have good car
parking options with 860 open and 68
covered spaces.

Integrated support
The MPN Marinas network offers its
members high quality customer support
and integrated systems which, among
other things, guarantees quick and
easy check-in procedures. Boaters with
a multi-year membership can amend
it over time to meet new requirements
and even spend annual periods in a
preferred marina if they wish unlike
those with different contracts. All sites
have interconnected services, e.g.
agreements with nautical suppliers and
tourism providers helping to arrange
visits to places of interest in nearby
areas. And a prerequisite for MPN is
that its marinas are always surrounded
by interesting landscapes in terms of
natural scenery, culture and art.

In the Adriatic, MP Network has also
added the brand new Marina Sveva,
a 489-berth facility in Montenero di
Bisaccia and on the Tyrrhenian side has
a marina in build at Porto di Cecina in
Tuscany, which will have 800 berths for
boats up to 40m (131ft). In Lazio there
is Marina di Santa Marinella, a seaside
village near Rome, with 315 berths
and on the north east Sardinian coast,
a smart looking marina called Poltu
Quatu overlooking a natural fjord in
front of the Maddalena Archipelago.
“In Sicily, we have Capo d’Orlando
Marina and the Marina di Marsala
project in Marsala Harbour at the
extreme tip of western Sicily,” Caielli
expands. “This will be inaugurated in
2019 with over 1,000 berths for yachts
up to 75m (246ft) with dedicated

services and infrastructure. When we’ve
completed this, our network will have
over 4,000 berths but our goal is to
continue to grow.”

Promoting the region
As all MP Network marinas are
strategically located in interesting
locations, the company is keen
to establish arrangements to
promote regional tourism and has
approached this by engaging with
local communities. Together with Capo
d’Orlando Marina, MPN Marinas is
involved with the EU co-financed Clean
Sea Life project which involves people
in a clean-up campaign of the coasts
The centre point of the marina (above left)
and prior to completion (below).

“On the Adriatic Sea we have Marina
dei Cesari in Fano, a Roman city
located in the Marche region, one step
from the town centre and offering 420
berths,” says MP Network CEO Enrico
Bertacchi. Marketing manager Stefano
Caielli continues: “There are 310 berths
up to 45m [148ft] at the Rodi Garganico
marina along the northern coast of
the Gargano – an area that includes
sea, mountains, lakes and historic
countryside,” he adds.
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and nearby hinterland. MP Network
and the marina management team
are working with regional partners
such as the Mayor of Capo d’Orlando,
Legambiente Sicily and Nebrodi Park
and this network, in turn, promotes the
marina as a privileged starting point for
special itineraries. It is a new idea for
creating nautical tourism.
“From Marche to Tuscany, passing
through Sicily, yachtsmen who choose
one of the MPN marinas will have
the opportunity to explore and gain
unique insight into the land beyond the
dock,” Caielli muses. “We are pursuing
a series of collaborations for every
marina in the network not only with
trade associations or entities such as
Confartigianato in Marche and the
Nebrodi Park in Sicily but by identifying
and promoting excellent companies in
the region.”
Capo d’Orlando Marina also has its
own special historic feature, the Cava
del Mercadante where Roman artefacts
have been discovered. “Inside the
harbour there is a pedestrian tourist
route to reach the ancient cave, a
protected archaeological site of rare
interest whose rocks, emerging from

the sea, were once gathered for use
as grinding mills. The cave is located
within the port, where it stretches out
to the west of the shorter pier. The
extension is about 100m [328ft] long
and 4-5m [13-16ft] wide.”
Filling up quite rapidly, the marina
has attracted Sicilian and other Italian
customers and 20% of berths so far

The quayside promenade with its innovative
buildings is well lit at night.
have been taken by foreigners. “Over
140 berths have been leased, 44 with
a three-year contract, 20 with a 30-year
contract and the rest as seasonals,”
confirms MP Network sales manager
Gianfranco Casubolo. “We have
allocated 46 berths for visitors and a
further 94 are dedicated to charter.”
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The final vision; rendering by Greg
Marshall of the Victoria International
Marina layout.
partnered up to acquire, develop,
manage and service coastal
Pacific properties. The $36 million
Victoria International Marina is its
flagship. CMC fine-tuned the vision
and overall concept and serious
construction began in autumn 2016.

Preparing for
superyachts in
British Columbia
Victoria International Marina in Victoria, British Columbia, is the first purposebuilt marina for large luxury vessels in Canada. Long awaited and much
debated, it is due to open in May 2018 in time to join forces with the Royal
Victoria Yacht Club and host the June 2018 Melges24 World Regatta.
Located 66nm north of Seattle, WA,
off the Songhees walkway in Victoria’s
middle harbour, Victoria International
Marina (VIM) is a sanctuary at the
gateway to the Pacific Northwest and
Canada’s Inside Passage to Alaska. It
offers a hub of 28 slips for vessels of 65
to 175ft (20 to 53m) for long term and
short stay slip holders and transients
eager to explore more than 15,534mi
(25,000km) of coastline between
Victoria and Alaska.

Upscale project
The initial master plans for West
Victoria and the Songhees included a
large marine-themed development hub
at Lime Bay. Developers, guided by
market demands, ended up building a
foundation of residential property that
inherently carried a ‘NIMBY’ sentiment.
As a result, plans for the marina
suffered a series of setbacks over the
30 years since being initially conceived,
going from a large marine centre
housing motor and sailing vessels of all
sizes, along with extensive associated

commercial and retail space, to a 28
vessel marina with 48 car parking
spaces, two one-storey buildings and
very limited upland.
The project for an upscale
international standard marina, to be
built by WAM Development Group in
partnership with Victoria developer Bob
Evans, was first mooted in 2008 and
reported in Marina World. Further to
a slew of public objections, wrangles
over rights to build on municipal
land, seemingly endless demands
for environmental studies and permit
applications, and marine navigation
concerns for, among other things, a
‘kayaker’s corridor’, the developer
scaled back scope and eventually
halved the size of the project.
Construction tentatively began but
failure to sell slips reportedly caused
delays.
In 2014, the original backers sold out
to a newly-formed company Community
Marine Concepts (CMC), set up by
two Vancouver families who have
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The marina has been built on 4.5
acres (1.8ha) of foreshore under
lease from the Province of British
Columbia. Its current boundary
lines are a remnant of the original
provincially-owned land in the
area. CMC CEO Craig Norris
explains: “My understanding of the
origin of the two half-acre freehold
properties, on which the marina
buildings will be constructed, is that
they were provided as part of a land
swap that included the land that now
forms Lime Bay Park. Both properties
were essentially water prior to a
shoreline extension completed prior to
the building of the Royal Quays condo
complex.”
Rewriting plans
Over the years, the business plan for
the project has taken as many forms as
the design, being adapted and rewritten
to reflect evolving design and industry
trends. The most current change to the
business plan was completed in the
spring of 2015 after plans to update
the development permit were shelved
when the boards voted to discontinue
with the City’s development permit
process because it had become too
unpredictable, unreliable and thus risky.
It was decided to revert to a previously
approved and still valid permitted
design. The challenge was to create a
new business plan around a design that
no longer represented the highest and
best use of the property.
The original plan was to sell off each
of the 28 slips on 40-year leases. It
was decided, however, that this would
create a long-term and significant cash
flow problem for any operator of the
marina while also setting the stage for a
very stagnant marina atmosphere.
The business plan was thus adapted
to allow for a more vibrant and active
use of the property and the marina was
divided evenly into four main service
categories, each with seven slips: longterm 40-year leases; one-year leases;
three-month minimum/seasonal leases;
and transient/three-night minimum
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Construction is well under way, with Blue
Water Systems pontoons in place and
Farmer Construction at work on the marina
buildings.

marble and granite from Vancouver
Island.
Sound and creative infrastructure
must be supported by good service
and the best amenities and VIM
has this well thought out with high
quality security and technology and
24/7 concierge service and docking
assistance. Amenities not already
mentioned include: high-speed WiFi;
dedicated crew facilities and Crew
Club (gym, lounge, business centre);
and 24/7 access to private office,
boardroom and support services.
Wide-ranging services offer: helicopter
authorisation; inner harbour customs
facilities and fuelling; provisioning; ship
maintenance and transportation; cruise
planning and itineraries; guided tours
and excursions; charter planes and
helicopters; and valet parking.

Environment first
moorage stays. By varying the type
of moorage product, CMC can vary
the type of use. “By retaining slips for
transient moorage, lease space can
be used for things other than boat
moorage, e.g. boat shows, product
launches, special events etc,” Norris
says.
The key component of the final
design is a 300ft (91m) long concrete
breakwater dock. This was built by Blue
Water Systems of Delta and towed to
site in sections. It measures 12ft (3.6m)
wide and is 7ft (2m) thick. Blue Water
also built the concrete finger pontoons.
All utility conduits are completely
hidden and RGB low-level LED lighting
runs throughout the docks. Other
features include polished stainless steel
cleats and other hardware; yellow cedar
bull rails and rub rails; continuous nonmarking D-rubber fenders; and custommade aluminium powder coated utility
and safety cabinets.
Power has been installed by BC
Hydro with different hook-up options;
50-amp and 100-amp hook-ups at
each slip, and three-phase 480-volt
power that anticipates future electric
boats. With maximum flexibility in power
connections, electrical services will
never be an issue and yachts will not
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need to run noisy generators. Each slip
is also equipped with a pump-out point
that connects directly with the city’s
sewage system.
The two one-storey marina anchor
buildings, offering a total of over
12,000ft² (1,115m²) of rentable
space, are being built by local family
business Farmer Construction. The
first is a flexible space for use by
marina patrons, with conference and
meeting space for up to 100 guests.
The second will become an exclusive
restaurant, already spoken for by a
local restaurateur who promises to
bring another award-winning dining
experience to a city renowned as a
culinary destination. Underground car
parking spaces are available next to the
Westsong Walkway.
In keeping with the sustainable
approach adopted throughout the
marina, special thought has been given
to the materials used for the interior
designs of the buildings. These include
interface carpet tile with repurposed
waste nylon from discarded fishing
nets; live-edge furnishings made from
salvaged western big leaf maple;
sustainably harvested and FSC
certified teak; EcoLife leather from
Green Hides; and locally quarried

The Pacific Northwest is a coast like
no other, with majestic mountains,
spectacular waterfalls, protected bays
and friendly communities. From a
business perspective, it’s the perfect
place to construct a superyacht marina
but CMC has put the environment first.
The entire site has been customised
and purpose-built to keep sustainability
at the forefront of the marina’s
development and operations. As Norris
asserts, it’s a mission to “prove that you
can have a luxury marina with a small
environmental footprint.”
“We understand that we must play an
active role in conserving and restoring
the habitats and waterways in which we
operate and are engaged in shoreline
rehabilitation and are fully honouring an
established Habitat Conservation Plan
for our region,” he adds.
To help with its environmental
goal, CMC has contracted Synergy
Enterprises – a company that focuses
on sustainable development and
renovation planning, carbon accounting
and corporate sustainability – to ensure
the marina is as environmentally sound
as possible. VIM has already achieved
Vancouver Island Green Business 2017
certification and has pledged to certify
with the Clean Marine programme to
pursue the highest level of five anchors
with the Georgia Strait Alliance.
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SUPERYACHT FACILITIES
It is also committed to taking
responsibility for its impact on climate
change, with the ultimate goal of
being Carbon Neutral by 2020.
Choosing renewable and energyefficient technologies, such as air
source heat pumps and Energystar
equipment for marina buildings, is a
good start. Renewable energy credits
will be purchased to offset natural gas
use onsite and only electric vehicles
will travel the docks. A fully electric
marina vessel will minimise fossil fuel
dependency. The marina also plans
to incorporate a Tesla electric vehicle
charging station, and solar window films
and wall panel systems for generating
power on the main operations building.
Although an epic in the making,
Victoria International Marina has been
carefully edited to make a positive
impact on Canadian west coast
superyacht mooring options and on its
pristine environment. And early signs
of interest bode well. Steve Sinclair,
director of operations, says he is
receiving daily calls for vessels wishing
to moor up at VIM both short term and
long term. “From what I am hearing,

The crew lounge will be designed using innovative and environmentally friendly components.
a definite need for this type of service
there is a buzz within the luxury yacht
and facility, one that meets the demand
community with regards to there being
for the power and security that these
a luxury yacht marina on the west coast
vessels require.”
of Canada. We are seeing that there is
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FINANCING & VALUATION

How do you value a marina?
There were a significant number of notable marina transactions in the USA between January and
September 2017 and the demand is expected to continue as more qualified investors target this
asset class. But when it comes to valuing marinas, there is no clear cut formula. Gerard McDonough
examines some methodology.
The aforementioned ‘income
Unlike other asset classes, such as
Gerard McDonough
multiplier’ is, however, one component
self-storage, offices, apartments and
of the sales comparison approach
lodgings/hotels, which have a plethora
that is rarely utilised in the valuation
of published income and expense
are being compared. Comparing a
of marinas but worthy of closer
information, as well as capitalisation
capitalisation rate abstracted from a
consideration. It is derived by dividing
rates or income multipliers, similar
marina that only has wet slips to a
the purchase price by the revenue
information is not readily available in
full-service facility is not a relevant
generated at the time of sale. For
the marine industry.
comparison. Even if capitalisation rates
example, a $2 million sales price
are taken from like-kind operations,
The lodging industry, for example,
divided by income of $500,000 results
the derivation of the net operating
has extensive information regarding
in an income multiplier of four (4).
income must be analysed closely to
various categories such as luxury
However, a multiplier adjusted for cost
make certain that similar expenses
hotels, mid-range and limited service.
of sales is preferred. One of the issues
were deducted from the adjusted gross
The marine industry also comprises
in developing this unit of comparison
income in deriving the net operating
various types of facilities, such as
is consistency in determining which
income. Some of the primary expense
marinas with only wet slips and limited
categories that can
upland area, and
result in a misleading
full-service marinas
comparison include
with significant upland
maintenance and repair
area dedicated to
expenses, on-site and
boat maintenance
off-site management
and repair, summer
fees and reserves
and winter upland
for replacement. If
storage, rack storage,
these expense items,
marina stores, and
for example, are not
fuel and commercial
treated similarly,
retail oriented
the reliability of the
tenants. However,
capitalisation rate
there is little available
comparison and
data regarding
selection process is
income and expense
compromised.
ratios, capitalisation
rates, or income
Due to the
multipliers for marinas
diverse physical
and boatyards.
and operational
income the appraiser must consider.
characteristics of marine facilities, a
Currently, in the marina sector, the
For example, applying an income
more meaningful and reliable unit of
typical unit of comparison is price
multiplier extracted from a marina
comparison in the valuation process
per slip. However, it’s also one of the
where the income is entirely generated
may be an income multiplier (adjusted
most unreliable units of comparison,
from wet slip and upland storage to a
for cost of sales) as opposed to the
particularly when a facility with 100
marina where a significant portion of
traditional capitalisation of the net
slips and a 30ft (9m) average boat
the income is generated from fuel sales
operating income.
length is compared to a marina that has
and boat maintenance/repair can result
100 slips with an average slip length of
Gerard H. McDonough, MAI, FRICS,
in a very misleading conclusion.
55ft (17m). In this instance, the most
is the senior managing director of the
relevant unit of comparison is price per
The income approach is the primary
Rhode Island and Connecticut offices of
Integra Realty Resources (www.irr.com), a
linear foot, which is derived from the
approach utilised in the valuation of
national property appraisal company with
total linear feet of boats in the basin
marinas, and the values are derived
offices throughout the USA that provide
area. The comparison can be further
through capitalisation of the net
commercial property market research,
compromised by the amount of upland
operating income. When someone is
valuation, counselling and consulting
area, which may include significant rack
aware of a transaction, the first things
services. McDonough is also president
storage facilities, outside boat storage,
that must be established are the price
of Marinevest (www.marinevest.com),
multiple retail tenants and a robust
per slip and the capitalisation rate.
based at the Newport Shipyard in Newport
boat maintenance and repair business.
As previously noted, price per slip is
Rhode Island. Recent marine-related
In most instances, trying to utilise the
very unreliable, and the capitalisation
valuation assignments have been completed
traditional sales comparison approach
rate conclusion can also be very
throughout the US, Caribbean and Central
America.
is akin to hocus-pocus.
misleading unless like-for-like facilities
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MARKET FOCUS: CENTRAL ASIA
The only large marina in Kazakhstan, Briz
Yacht Club has 200 berths.
infrastructure for yachting.
However, for a mix of reasons
associated with environmental
problems and bureaucracy in
Azerbaijan, it turns out that the marina
industry today is mostly developed in
Turkmenistan. This is surprising as this
country has been considered one of
the less wealthy parts of post-Soviet
territory.

New niche for Turkmenistan

Slow build-up for
Caspian marinas
The northern part of the Caspian Sea has never been a popular yachting
destination neither in Soviet times nor after the Caucasus countries gained
independence. On the one hand, it doesn’t have a gateway to an international
ocean and on the other, it is located too close to the Black Sea, which has
better opportunities for boating and more attractive conditions for investors
who are willing to put money into new marinas. However, after two decades
of stagnation, the first marinas have been built in the Northern Caspian,
promising impetus to the development of yachting in the region, and ultimately
leading to the construction of additional new marinas. Vladislav Vorotnikov
reports
The Northern Caspian region
comprises the splinters of the
Soviet Union, including Azerbaijan,
Kazakhstan and Turkmenistan, plus
Russia’s Republic of Dagestan. It is
important to note that the Caspian
Sea is not as popular with yachtsmen
as the Black Sea because of its harsh
weather; stiff winds, strong storms
and high waves. It is thus much harder
to find the right place to build a safe
marina.

going to build “a second Dubai” in the
country’s capital Baku with integrated

The first marina opened in
Turkmenistan in 2013 within the
Ýelken Yacht Club. The Club was
the first facility of its kind in the
country and its opening ceremony
was attended by none other than the
President of Turkmenistan, Gurbanguly
Berdimuhamedov.
Ýelken is located in the most
fashionable part of Turkmenistan, 25km
(15.5mi) away from Turkmenbashi
and 20km (12mi) away from the
international airport, in the tourist zone
named Avaza. The investor, a Turkish
company, built the yacht club, marina
and a community of 44 extremely large
luxurious villas.
As the average monthly wage in
Turkmenistan is around US$250, it is
hard to imagine how ordinary citizens
could afford to take advantage of
the new infrastructure. Ýelken was,
therefore, designed to attract foreigners.
This approach proved viable and, in
2016, a second yacht club named
Tolkun, with fairly similar offerings,
opened within the Avaza resort.

Back in the 1990s, people believed
that yachting and the resulting marina
industry in the region would be primarily
developed in Azerbaijan - the richest
country in the Caucasus, thanks to its
enormous oil resources. At the time,
officials even used to say that they were
Yelken Yacht Club in Turkmenistan opened
to much fanfare in 2013. It has been
designed to attract foreign yachts.
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actively being expanded
without any problems, the
yacht clubs have no means
of obtaining permission to
build any new infrastructure
at all, Lavrinov complained.
“This situation is becoming
truly ridiculous, especially
as there is an investor
who has expressed his
readiness several times
to pump money into the
construction of a big marina
for the city,” he commented.

The layout of Yelken Yacht
Club shows extensive
surrounding property
development.
Both clubs feature
a marina designed
for 40 yachts with all
infrastructure necessary
to protect boats from the
high waves of the Caspian
Sea. According to official
information, the marina
also has cranes with a lift
capacity of 70 tons, and
service hangars and a
warehouse for boat storage
located close to the berths.
Turkmenistan is also
currently considering the
construction of several
new marinas within the
Avaza Aqua Park; a
project designed by Dutch
company Julien De Smedt
Architects. The 90,000m²
(968,752ft²) facility will
feature hotels, malls and several yacht
clubs within a complex that could cost
around €3 billion to build.
Turkmenistan authorities do not as a
rule disclose the details of projects even
when they are already implemented, so
most aspects associated with the Avaza
Aqua Park remain behind closed doors.
In general, it is believed that the new
complex will include several marinas
for a total of 200-300 yachts but the
construction schedule has not yet been
released so no one knows when the
new complex will be built.

No one cares in Kazakhstan
In Kazakhstan, several yacht clubs
have been struggling in recent years to
secure some important amendments to
national legislation, which doesn’t offer

a way for regional authorities to grant
seabed leases for the construction of
marinas.
Alexander Lavrinov, head of the
Briz Yacht Club in the city of Aktau,
explained that in 2015 a group of
yacht clubs sent a joint letter to the
country’s former Prime Minister Karim
Massimov, asking him to deal with the
gaps in legislation and help to build new
marinas.
Massimov responded that “there
were no gaps in legislation”, claiming
that the regional authorities had all
the necessary tools to approve such
projects. The regional officials, however,
chose to ignore this and the issue has
so far failed to gain traction.
While the sea ports in Aktau are

“The second problem is
that to put to sea on a yacht
you need to obtain “a dozen”
stamps and permissions
from different government
agencies,” Lavrinov said. At
the moment, the adjacent
sea in Kazakhstan is
divided into six zones and
the yachtsman has to apply
to each zone for a separate
permission.
There is only one large marina in the
city and this belongs to Briz Yacht Club.
It was built in 2009, designed for 200
yachts and is located in a natural bay
with a breakwater to the west.
It is clear that this is not enough
to develop yachting in Kazakhstan.
However, yachtsmen admit that it is
hard to believe there will be any positive
developments in the industry in coming
years, simply because nowadays the
authorities don’t care about it at all.

High waves in Azerbaijan
The marina industry is no further
developed in Azerbaijan. To a large
extent, this is due to memories of the
flood in 1991 when a sudden rise
in water level in the Caspian Sea
destroyed shoreside infrastructure and
any marinas that were operating in
Baku Bay.
Among others, the flood destroyed
the facilities at Baku Yacht Club;
the oldest in the region. Originally
established in 1889 and operating for
more than a century, the Club had
become one of the most important
tourist destinations in Baku and was
thus a significant loss.
Despite this, the city authorities only
started to revive the yacht club in the
early 2000s and it was rebuilt in 2004
featuring a marina for nearly 50 boats. It
Not just an oasis, the Caspian Sea can be
a volatile sailing location where gentle
breezes swiftly whip up into strong storms.
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yachts, in turn,
hampers the
development of
infrastructure,
creating “a vicious
cycle”.

Baku in Azerbaijan has a long established
yachting tradition but most of its marinas
were destroyed by floods in 1991.
is currently not only the largest marina
in the city, but the largest in the whole
of Azerbaijan.
According to Rashid Azarov,
spokesman for the national tourism
agency, yachting in Azerbaijan, as
well as in the entire Caspian region,
is rather poorly developed. The lack of

With a lack
of both marinas
and fuelling
stations along the
coastline, small
boats cannot
travel too far from
Baku, and small
boats coming from
Russia or Georgia
cannot make their
way along the
coast to Azerbaijan either.
Additionally, easier visa requirements
for boat owners might be required to
promote the development of yachting in
the Caspian Sea, Azarov suggested. “A
similar approach has been successfully
applied in other regions of the world,”
he said.
“The marina industry is tied to
nautical tourism so countries of the
region should jointly think about how to

develop it,” he concluded. “This would
eventually be to everyone’s benefit.”
Dagestan dreams of first marina
According to Dina Bermurzaeva,
spokesman of Russia’s Emergency
Ministry, government agencies have
been trying to find an investor to build a
first marina in the Republic of Dagestan
but with no success. The problem is
that there are only 15 yachts registered
in the region and this is clearly
not enough even to justify a small
investment project.
The situation might, however,
change due to the efforts of the private
entrepreneur Arib Magomevod, who
recently established a boat building
company in the republic. Based
in a workshop located at a former
ship repair facility in the sea port of
Makhachkala, Magomevod has already
built one yacht and currently has two
new boats in build.
Several local media reports indicate
that Magomevod’s project has sparked
interest amongst potential investors
for the construction of marinas in
Makhachkala. Marina projects could be
in the pipeline.
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Classics for Nigeria…
UK marina services specialist Rolec has supplied a range of its popular Classic
pedestals to the new Lagos State Waterways Authority (LASWA) head office berthing
facility at Falamo Marina in Nigeria (below).
Rolec SOS pedestals, LED
lighting and 100amp Shore
Isolation Panels were also
provided for the project.
LASWA, the government
agency responsible for
maintaining and regulating
the waterways in and around
the region, operates from the
five-pier facility. The marina
will be used by the authority’s
crew supply vessels to take
personnel to and from work
sites.

… and mobile
management for Greece
Rolec has also secured a major contract for returning Greek customer Preveza Marina
(below). The brief is to supply computer controlled service pedestals to cater for nearly
300 berths.
The marina, which is a
popular starting point for
exploring the shores of
the Greek Ionian islands,
is currently implementing
a major upgrade and
renovation programme to
include the construction
of new marina offices,
restaurants and a minimarket.
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Rolec will deliver Quantum
service pedestals equipped
with the BerthMaster
Online system. Other Rolec
marina services products
to be supplied include fire
hydrants, SOS stations
and emergency telephone
pedestals - all from the
company’s Quantum range.
A Rolec sanitary and bilge

pump-out system will also be
installed.
Another prestigious order
for Rolec’s newest service
pedestal is, according to
Rolec managing director,
Kieron Alsop, “a key
element” to recent success
on international markets.
“Quantum pedestals
are both economical yet
innovative,
providing a
powerful blend
of versatility and
design while also
offering a unique
strength and
stability seldom
seen on other
marina service
pedestals,” he
says.
The addition
of BerthMaster
Online, which
enables boat
owners to
manage and
pay for their
electricity and

New
plant in
Fiji
Bellingham Marine and
Marine Structures and
Consultancy (MSC) have
formed a partnership to
manufacture pontoons
on the island of Fiji. The
first batch of Unifloat
docks were built at the
new plant in July under
the watchful eye of
Bellingham Marine New
Zealand (BMNZ).
“Having a production
plant in Fiji allows us
to provide clients in
the region with more
competitive pricing,”
shared BMNZ general
manager Bruce Birtwistle.
“Transportation and
production costs are
greatly reduced.”
“Our partnership with
MSC not only benefits
our clients but the local
economy,” he added. “The
plant brings new jobs
to the region and helps
further bolster the local
economy.”
E: bmi@bellingham-marine.com

water services via Visa,
Mastercard, PayPal, etc.
using a mobile phone, has
also been enthusiastically
received.
“The system provides both
the marina operator and
boat owner with significant
extra levels of control over
their berth’s electricity and
water services. Over recent
months, BerthMaster has
been installed in a variety
of marinas throughout the
world, including locations
in Saudi Arabia, Cyprus,
Bahrain, Seychelles and
Dubai,” he continues.
E: rolec@rolecserv.co.uk
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PRODUCTS & SERVICES

MDL partners
with Beds on
Board
MDL Marinas has partnered up with online boat
accommodation platform Beds on Board.
In what is described
as a world-first tie-up
between a marina group
and a sharing economy
platform, the exclusive
arrangement provides
MDL’s members
with a fully managed
service to rent out
accommodation on their
yachts. The platform
allows holidaymakers to
access unique getaway
experiences in unrivalled
locations across Europe
whilst offering boat
owners a tried and
tested model through
which to securely rent
out their vessel.
Launched in 2015,

Beds on Board
is a peer-to-peer
marketplace that allows
owners to rent their boat
to guests looking for an
alternative to traditional
accommodation, such
as hotels and bed and
breakfasts. Users of the
site can search for boats
in their desired location
before chatting to the
owner through a secure
Message Centre. After a
stay, both the user and
owner are encouraged
to write reviews in order
to grow trust and the
community.
E: questions@
bedsonboard.com

Chinese manufacturer Livart Marine has now delivered a total of
18 long-span gangways for phases one and two of the Mina Rashid
Marina project in Dubai, UAE. The gangways are engineered to
6061 T6 aluminium alloy standard with anti-corrosion FluoroCarbon coating, and are decked with wood-plastic composite with
Ultra Shield all-round protection. On-deck installations include
Rolec Combi pedestals and LED lighting.
E: info@livartmarina.com

Hoists for Italy and beyond
Prestigious home-market projects boosted order books this summer for Italian manufacturer
Boat Lift.

San Lorenzo Marina in
Liguria took delivery of a
90T hoist to replace its
60T unit. The machine
is at work on a recently
extended hardstand
area.
Within weeks of the
San Lorenzo delivery,
a 110T Boat Lift hoist
was at work at newly
inaugurated Capo
d’Orlando Marina (see p.
40). The hoist has a 90°
steering system and a
service jib crane.
Export orders also
made for a busy season,
with a 40T hoist with
width expansion system
despatched to the British
Virgin Islands; an 80T to
the Maldives; a 220T to
the UK; and a 450T to a
Russian customer.
E: info@boatlift.it
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Gael Force launches
concrete breakwater
Inverness-based Gael Force Marinas and Pontoons has become the first UK
manufacturer of concrete breakwaters. Its newly released SeaHaven product
owes its development to over 20 years of experience in marina design and the
company’s renowned proficiency in complex concrete fabrication.
Two SeaHaven breakwaters, both
measuring 20 x 4m (66 x 13ft) and
weighing in at 62 tonnes apiece, have
been manufactured for an installation
in Tarbert, Scotland, which will also
include 100m (328ft) of Gael Force’s
SeaHaven HD pontoons. The Tarbert
wave attenuators have been designed
to endure all
sea conditions
associated with
the installation
site and offer a
generous design
life of 30 years. A
heavy duty chain
moored system
will maintain the
breakwater’s
position,
minimising
excursion,
maximising
attenuation and ensuring stability on
site.
Gael Force production director,
Stephen Offord, expressed his delight
by saying, “We are extremely pleased
with the results of our first SeaHaven
breakwater units. This new product
adds to our comprehensive pontoon
and marina equipment range, and
takes our offering to a whole new
level. It puts us in the unique position
in the UK of being able to offer a
complete service from design through

to installation, from moorings through
to shoreside access and everything
in between. This full offering being
achieved ‘in-house’ using our own
highly skilled design, manufacture and
management teams. As the country’s
only producer of concrete breakwaters
this also brings advantages in terms of

Photo: Paul Campbell
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transport costs and timeframes for UK
based sites in comparison to imported
solutions.”
Gael Force intends its UK-based
engineering facility to prove itself
as a best-in-class centre for the
development of bespoke breakwaters
for future clients. It has invested in
quality assurance with ISO 9001:2015
accreditation and is fully compliant with
robust technical standards that meet
British and European regulations.
E: enquiries@gaelforcegroup.com
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How Does Your Marina Rate As
Clean, Green, Safe and Smart or CGS&S?
Marine Pumpout Systems

CLEAN+GREEN

Boat Wash Recycling

MARINA

TidyDock
TRASH CONTAINMENT

SaniSailor
MARINE PUMPOUT SOLUTIONS

AquaMedic
WATER QUALITY SYSTEMS

SaniSailor
MARINE PUMPOUT SOLUTIONS

Keep your marina CLEAN & GREEN!

AquaClean
BOATWASH RECYCLING SYSTEMS

KeepSolarDock
your marina CLEAN & GREEN!
SOLAR MARINA LIGHTING SOLUTIONS

OilSpillRESPONSE
SYSTEMS
Call today for your free
CGS&S Self Audit Kit!
727.821.7867
HYDROCARBON TREATMENT

Fire Safety System

Keep your marina and your
members SAFE with this advanced
fire system!

Marina Wi-Fi & Smart
Technology

GET BETTER Wi-Fi and make your
marina SMART!

FREE CVA Grant Assistance | Boat Wash Design | Wifi Surveys
Go to www.BestMarineSolutions.com today and order
CGS&S Marina Audit Kits FREE!
Learn how you can win a 4 Night Stay at a Luxury Resort

Trusted Name, Proven Value

The evolution of the
marine forklift continues...
Center mounted cab option now available.

Why the Hydro M_Drive?
1.
2.
3.

Increased capacities and shorter wheelbase options
improve mobility and maneuverability.

HYDROSTATIC DRIVE BENEFITS

• Smoother acceleration and
deceleration
• Simple to operate
• Efficient dual action pedal
• More control over uneven surfaces

Intuitive hydrostatic drive system designed around the
same extensive knowledge and experience integrated
throughout our mobile boat hoists.
No transmission equals less maintenance costs and
higher durability of duty cycle design.
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